We define general linguistic intelligence as the ability to reuse previously acquired knowledge about a language's lexicon, syntax, semantics, and pragmatic conventions to adapt to new tasks quickly. Using this definition, we analyze state-of-the-art natural language understanding models and conduct an extensive empirical investigation to evaluate them against these criteria through a series of experiments that assess the task-independence of the knowledge being acquired by the learning process. In addition to task performance, we propose a new evaluation metric based on an online encoding of the test data that quantifies how quickly an existing agent (model) learns a new task. Our results show that while the field has made impressive progress in terms of model architectures that generalize to many tasks, these models still require a lot of in-domain training examples (e.g., for fine tuning, training task-specific modules), and are prone to catastrophic forgetting. Moreover, we find that far from solving general tasks (e.g., document question answering), our models are overfitting to the quirks of particular datasets (e.g., SQuAD). We discuss missing components and conjecture on how to make progress toward general linguistic intelligence.
Introduction
Advances in deep learning techniques (e.g., attention mechanisms, memory modules, and architecture search) have considerably improved natural language processing (NLP) models on many important tasks. For example, machine performance on both Chinese-English machine translation and document question answering on the Stanford question answering dataset (SQuAD; Rajpurkar et al., 2016) has been claimed to have surpassed human levels (Hassan et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) . While the tasks that initiated learning-based NLP models were motivated by external demands and are important applications in their own right (e.g., machine translation, question answering, automatic speech recognition, text to speech, etc.), there is a marked and troubling tendency for recent datasets to be set up to be easy to solve with little in the way of generalization or abstraction; for instance, ever larger datasets created by crowd-sourcing processes that may not well approximate the natural distributions they are intended to span, although there are some notable counter-examples (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) . When there exist multiple datasets that are representative of the exact same task from different domains (e.g., various question answering datasets), we rarely evaluate on all of them. This state of affairs promotes development of models that only work well for a specific purpose, overestimates our success at having solved the general task, fails to reward sample efficient generalization that requires the ability to discover and make use of rich linguistic structures, and ultimately limits progress.
Despite these methodological difficulties, recent breakthroughs demonstrate that models that are pretrained on a large unlabeled corpus perform well on many language understanding tasks with minimal modifications (Radford et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) . These models are trained on a large corpus in an unsupervised fashion on tasks such as language modeling (predicting the next word given a context), masked language modeling (predicting a missing word in a sentence from the context), and next sentence predictions (predicting whether two sentences are consecutive sentences). The models can then be used on various NLP tasks by adding an extra task-specific final layer and fine tuning on supervised data for the task of interest. Variants of these models achieve impressive results on the GLUE benchmark (sentence and sentence pair classification tasks; Wang et al., 2018) and the SQuAD question answering dataset, showing the clear benefit of, and significant progress on, transfer learning in NLP.
Another promising avenue is to train a model on multiple tasks simultaneously. McCann et al. (2018) train a question-answering language model on many different NLP tasks (e.g., machine translation, summarization, sentiment analysis, etc.) by formulating every task as question answering in order to make the input and output of the model be consistent. This model can then be used to perform multiple tasks by asking different questions at test time. While their overall multitask results are still below task-specific models, it represents a prototype for models of general linguistic intelligence.
In order to make progress toward models that manifest general linguistic intelligence, we argue for an evaluation paradigm that rewards abilities to (i) deal with the full complexity of natural language across a variety of tasks, (ii) effectively store and reuse representations, combinatorial modules (e.g, which compose words into representations of phrases, sentences, and documents), and previously acquired linguistic knowledge to avoid catastrophic forgetting (McCloskey & Cohen, 1989; French, 1999) , and (iii) adapt to new linguistic tasks in new environments with little experience (i.e., robustness to domain shifts). This is inspired by the evolving artificial general intelligence task suites that are used to develop generic exploration, planning, and reasoning abilities in agents that learn to interact with simulated visual environments (Beattie et al., 2016; Brockman et al., 2016) . Here, we focus on language processing modules that learn using primarily supervised and unsupervised methods from static corpora. We leave extensions to learning through interactions with simulated linguistic environments to future work.
In this paper we analyze the capabilities of previously proposed algorithms as models of general linguistic intelligence. To directly quantify how quickly an existing model adapts to a new task we propose a new evaluation metric ( §4) based on online (prequential) coding (Blier & Ollivier, 2018) . This evaluation considers the number of task-specific training examples needed to reach high performance, thus rewarding sample efficiency. Our experiments show that existing models still require considerable fine tuning on each task before they perform well ( §5.1), and although they significantly benefit from transfer learning on other datasets from related tasks ( §5.2), they generalize poorly to different datasets from the same task without fine tuning ( §5.3), and suffer from catastrophic forgetting when trained on multiple datasets and tasks in a continual learning setup ( §5.4). We discuss the implications of our findings and conclude by outlining potential directions toward general linguistic intelligence models ( §6).
Tasks
In this section, we describe the tasks and datasets that we consider in our experiments. We evaluate many of our models on two main tasks: reading comprehension on SQuAD 1.1 1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) and Multi Genre Natural Language Inference (MNLI 2 ; Williams et al., 2018) . However, we also use the following tasks and datasets for training and evaluation (e.g., in a multitask setup, for pretraining, and for evaluation on out-of-domain genre).
Reading Comprehension. We use two additional reading comprehension datasets: TriviaQA 3 (Joshi et al., 2017) and QuAC 4 (Choi et al., 2018) in our experiments. While SQuAD 1.1, TriviaQA, and QuAC are from the same task, they have different characteristics. SQuAD1.1 is a reading comprehension dataset constructed from Wikipedia articles. It includes almost 90,000 training examples and 10,000 validation examples. TriviaQA is a dataset with question-answer pairs written by trivia enthusiasts and evidence collected retrospectively from Wikipedia and the web. We use the Web section of TriviaQA that contains 76,000 training examples and 300 verified validation examples. QuAC is an information-seeking dialog-style dataset where a student asks questions about a Wikipedia article and a teacher answers with a short excerpt from the article. It has 80,000 training examples and approximately 7,000 validation examples.
Semantic Role Labeling.
We consider a question-answer driven semantic role labeling task from FitzGerald et al. (2018) , where semantic role labeling is presented as a span prediction problem. Given a sentence and a predicate-driven wh-question, the goal is to predict the start and end indices of the answer in the sentence. There are around 200,000 training questions and 25,000 test questions in the dataset. 5
Relation Extraction. Relation extraction is the task of extracting factual knowledge from a corpus. Levy et al. (2017) show that it can be formulated as a question answering problem by associating questions with relation slots. We use their zero-shot relation extraction dataset 6 which consists of over 900,000 training examples and almost 5,000 test examples.
Natural Language Inference Natural language inference is a sentence pair classification problem where the goal is to predict relationships between two sentences from entail, contradict, and neutral. In addition to the MNLI dataset, we also use the Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI 7 ; Bowman et al., 2015) dataset. MNLI (SNLI) contains 400,000 (550,000) training pairs and 20,000 (10,000) test pairs respectively.
Models
We focus on two classes of models: self-attention models (i.e., Transformer; Vaswani et al., 2017) and recurrent neural networks.
For self-attention models, we start from a pretrained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018) , 8 which has been shown to be state-of-the-art on many natural language processing tasks. BERT is a big Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) which is trained on two unsupervised tasks: masked language modeling and next sentence prediction. Devlin et al. (2018) also show that these unsupervised pretraining tasks result in better models compared to the standard language modeling task (i.e., next word prediction). We use the BERT base model which has 12 Transformer layers, 12 self-attention heads, and 768 hidden dimensions. There are 110 million parameters in total in this pretrained model. For each task that we consider, following the original BERT model, we add an additional task-specific final layer to output relevant predictions. Note that the final layer is task specific, as opposed to dataset specific. For BERT, we leave investigations of the ability to learn to understand new words to future work and use the default BERT vocabulary in our experiments. We denote this model BERT.
For recurrent neural networks, we augment a pretrained ELMo model-which has almost 100 million parameters-with a 300-dimensional bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) . We then use a bidirectional attention flow network (BiDAF; to aggregate context (premise) and question (hypothesis) representations to predict an answer span (a label) in question answering (natural language inference). We set the dimensions of the bidirectional LSTMs in BiDAF's modeling layer to 300 and output layer to 100. Unlike BERT, ELMo is a character-based model that is able to learn representations of new words. We refer to this model as ELMo in our experiments.
Our hyperparameters for both models are batch size, learning rate, dropout rate, and 2 regularization constant.
Evaluating Transfer
Existing NLP models are typically evaluated in terms of on their performance, at the end of training, on the task of interest as measured by the performance on a held-out test set. Optimization of these metrics over years is important to drive ongoing progress on a task. Aggregates of these metrics have also been used to measure (and drive) performance of models on multiple tasks. For example, the decaScore (McCann et al., 2018 ) is a simple summation of various metrics such as classification accuracy, F 1 score, ROUGE score, and others across a number of tasks. These performance metrics capture an essential aspect of intelligence: being able to generalize from experience with a class of inputs to new inputs. However, they are incomplete as none of them asses a definining attribute of general linguistic intelligence models: the ability to generalize rapidly to a new task by using previously acquired knowledge. For example, a model that only requires one hundred in-domain training examples to achieve 90% accuracy and does not improve again with more training examples from the same domain arguably exhibits more desirable learning capabilities than a model that takes one million examples to get to 90% before plateauing at 92%.
To quantify the difference in such learning behavior, we use a new online (prequential) code (Blier & Ollivier, 2018) to evaluate model performance in our experiments, in addition to traditional performance metrics. The online code is rooted in information theory and is based on connections between generalization, compression, and comprehension (Wolff, 1982; Chaitin, 2007) . In general, the separation between training and test sets is arbitrary, and there is only one set of examples for a task that we wish to learn rapidly. Denote the set of
and the model parameters W. Consider different splits of the data A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A N , where A i is a subset that contains {(x j , y j )} i j=1 for some ordering of the examples (i.e., A i is the subset that contains i examples from (x 1 , y 1 ) to (x i , y i )). Denote parameters of the model trained on a particular subset asŴ A i .
We consider an online setup where the codelength is computed as:
where |Y| is the number of possible classes (labels) in the data.
The codelength (A) can be interpreted as follows. Assume Alice has all (x i , y i ) pairs in A, Bob has just the x i 's from A, and that Alice wishes to communicate the y i 's to Bob. One procedure would be for Alice to train a neural network, and send its parameters to Bob, but neural networks have larges numbers of parameters that are expensive to communicate. The online procedure solves this problem by having Alice and Bob agree on the form of the model, its initial random seeds, and its learning algorithm. Alice starts by communicating y 1 with a uniform code, and then both Alice and Bob learn a model that predicts y from x, and Alice uses that model to communicate y 2 . The process repeats where both parties learn from ever larger datasets; since both models are trained using the same procedure, they stay in sync. This process continues until the entire dataset has been transmitted. In this sequential evaluation, a model that performs well with a limited number of training examples will be rewarded by having a shorter codelength (Alice will require fewer bits to transmit the subsequent y i to Bob).
In the above formulation, the model is evaluated for every example in the training data, which can be very expensive in practice. A more realistic approach is to split A into M increasing subsets, S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S M where S M = A and only evaluate the model M times. In this case, we have:
where S i denotes the i-th data subset.
Online codelength is related to area under the learning curve (Guyon et al., 2011) , as they share similar motivations, and also to dynamic sequence model evaluation (Krause et al., 2018) . Like our online codelength, both also require a predefined dataset ordering. We note that while all these metrics consider the number of examples required to achieve a certain performance, they still do not fully consider model complexity (e.g., the number of parameters in the model) and training cost (e.g., how much computational resources are needed, how many hours, etc.). However, three nice features of online codelength are that: (i) it can be used across a number of tasks by any probabilistic model, (ii) it allows seamless incorporation of other model and training properties (e.g., model complexity, training cost) if desired, and (iii) it will reflect improvements in generalization performance due to better architecture, better initialization, and better learning algorithms. In our experiments below, we also show that it correlates well with standard evaluation metrics such as accuracy and F 1 scores.
Experiments

Unsupervised Pretraining
How much in-domain training data is needed to obtain good performance?
Our first set of experiments is designed to investigate how much training data is needed to achieve high performance on two language understanding tasks: reading comprehension on SQuAD 1.1 and natural language inference on MNLI. We show learning curves of two models as a function of the number of training examples on SQuAD1.1 and MNLI validation sets in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . On both SQuAD and MNLI, both models are able to approach their asymptotic errors after seeing approximately 40,000 training examples, a surprisingly high number of examples for models that rely on pretrained modules (i.e., BERT and ELMo). While adding more training examples improves both models, the performance gains are not as significant as the first 40,000 examples. Between these two models, BERT outperforms ELMo on BERT+supervised and ELMo+supervised denote BERT and ELMo models that are pretrained on other datasets and tasks (see §5.2), BERT scratch denotes a Transformer with a similar architecture to BERT that is not pretrained on any unsupervised task at all (i.e., trained from scratch). . BERT scratch denotes a Transformer with a similar architecture to BERT that is not pretrained on any unsupervised task at all (i.e., trained from scratch).
both datasets and approaches its asymptotic error faster. Previous work have established the benefits of transfer learning from unsupervised tasks both in terms of sample complexity and overall performance (Dai & Le, 2015; Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) . We also verify this in our experiments by training a Transformer with the same architecture as BERT on SQuAD and MNLI from scratch on the entire training set. This model can only achieve 14.9 F 1 score on SQuAD and 66.3 accuracy on MNLI after 500,000 training iterations, far below the performance of a similar model pretrained on unsupervised tasks. We note that our F 1 , exact match, and accuracy scores on SQuAD and MNLI validation sets are upper bound best results since we tune hyperparameters on the respective validation sets. We next split the original SQuAD training set into 8 example subsets of 10,000 examples each and MNLI into 10 example subsets of 40,000 examples. We use uniform encoding for predicting the first example subset, 9 use a "default" hyperparameter configuration for training the first model to predict the second example subset (i.e., we choose reasonable hyperparemeter values based on intuitions), and select hyperparameters of the best model from the previous subset for subsequent subsets to avoid tuning on evaluation subsets for predictions. We obtain online codelengths of 102.42 kbits (BERT) and 112.96 kbits (ELMo) for SQuAD1.1 and 89.25 kbits (BERT) and 132.17 kbits (ELMo) for MNLI. We can see that codelengths correlate with other evaluation metrics such as F 1 , exact match, and accuracy on these datasets (lower codelengths generally means higher F 1 , exact match, or accuracy), consistent with the findings of (Blier & Ollivier, 2018) . We use these as baseline codelengths for our next set of experiments in §5.2.
Beyond Unsupervised Pretraining
Can pretraining on other datasets and tasks improve performance? We next investigate a more general transfer learning strategy using related tasks beyond unsupervised objectives. Devlin et al. (2018) show that jointly training BERT on SQuAD and TriviaQA slightly improves final performance. Here, we focus on a pretraining setup to highlight the benefit of transfer. We discuss joint (multitask) training in §5.4.
We pretrain BERT and ELMo models on semantic role labeling, relation extraction, natural language inference, and other reading comprehension datasets (TriviaQA and QuAC) described in §2. We randomly sample a batch of examples from one of the tasks above in the pretraining phase for 100,000 iterations. We then take these pretrained models and train on only SQuAD. The results show that pretraining on other datasets and tasks slightly improve performance in terms of final exact match and F 1 score. However, in terms of codelength, the models pretrained on other tasks significantly outperform the non-pretrained ones. A major reason for this is that pretraining on other question answering datasets trains the final layer (i.e., the decoder) used in SQuAD (since many of the pretrained datasets are question answering datasets), so the first example subset when computing the codelength can be predicted without using the uniform encoding. It is analogous to learning what a question answering task is, even though they are learning from different datasets.
As shown in Figure 3 , the models are able to predict answers reasonably well even before seeing any SQuAD-specific training examples. BERT and ELMo achieve 62.9 and 43.3 F 1 scores after training on other tasks and datasets before seeing any SQuAD examples. These results give rise to an interesting question about how well models that are trained only on SQuAD perform on these other datasets, which we answer in §5.3. This experiment also shows that an online evaluation paradigm such as online codelength highlights different model characteristics that are not captured by metrics such as F 1 score or accuracy. A characteristic of the codelength metric is that models that perform significantly worse at the beginning can have problems catching up to the performance of models that start well, often referred to as the catch-up phenomenon (Erven et al., 2012) . If such a property is not desired, we can switch between models by always choosing the best model to encode a particular subset when computing the codelength (we do not do this in our experiments). Since we observe benefits of transfer learning from other tasks, another important question is how to select tasks to pretrain on, and whether there is a training curriculum that a model should follow. Ideally, a general linguistic intelligence model should be able to consume examples from any kind of task in any order. Our experiments in §5.4 will provide some insights into training curriculum.
Generalization
Do these models generalize to other datasets from the same task?
Our next set of experiments is to analyze generalization properties of existing models. We investigate whether our models overfit to a specific dataset (i.e., solving the dataset) it is trained on or whether they are able to learn general representations and modules (i.e., solving the task).
We take our best SQuAD models from §5.1 and evaluate them on other question-answering datasets to see whether these models generalize to other datasets from the same task. Table 2 shows results on TriviaQA, QuAC, QA-SRL, and QA-ZRE. 10 We see that high-performing SQuAD models do not perform well on other datasets without being provided with training examples from these datasets. These results are not surprising since the examples come from different distributions, but they do highlight the fact that there is a substantial gap between learning a task and learning a dataset.
Our results indicate that models that work well on SQuAD still require training examples from other datasets before it can serve as a general-purpose question answering model. However, our previous experiments in §5.2 show that training on other tasks and datasets speed up learning on SQuAD greatly, so there is useful information that can be extracted from these tasks. We next discuss the interaction between training curriculum and model performance. 
Curriculum and Catastrophic Forgetting
How fast do these models forget their previously acquired linguistic knowledge? How does curriculum affect performance and how do we design this curriculum?
An important characteristic of general linguistic intelligence models is the ability to store and reuse linguistic knowledge throughout their lifetime and avoid catastrophic forgetting. First, we consider a continual learning setup, where we train our best SQuAD-trained BERT and ELMo from §5.1 on a new task, TriviaQA or MNLI. Figure 4 shows results of our experiments. We can see that in a continual learning (transfer) setup, the performance on both models on the first supervised task they are trained on (SQuAD) rapidly degrades. This is true even for MNLI, which has a task-specific final layer for classification that is not shared with the original question-answering tasks (thus indicating that the underlying representations being computed are changing). We search over a wide range of possible learning rate initial values and none of the models that obtain good results on the new task are able to maintain performance on SQuAD. For BERT, we also include an extended continual learning result for: unsupervised − → SQuAD − → TriviaQA − → MNLI in Figure 5 (using the model from unsupervised − → SQuAD − → TriviaQA in the previous experiment). Interestingly, adding a new MNLI task does not decrease the performance on SQuAD further, although it does make the model forget how to do well on TriviaQA.
We next investigate whether there is a curriculum that allows these models to perform well on all tasks. We train BERT and ELMo on all tasks in §2, where at each iteration we sample a batch of examples from a randomly chosen task (with uniform probability). Table 3 shows performance of these models after 200,000 training iterations. Interestingly, unlike in the continual learning setup, these models are able to perform reasonably well on many tasks (especially BERT). Figure 6 shows performance of BERT on all tasks as training progresses. We can see that using a random training curriculum allows the model to not forget previously acquired knowledge, and that after about 50,000 iterations the model can work reasonably well on all tasks. However, the drawback of such a curruculum is that it either requires all tasks to be presented at the beginning or retraining on all tasks after seeing a new task. 
Discussion
Our series of experiments show that while we are making great progress as a field, we are still missing several fundamental components to achieve general linguistic intelligence models. Exist-ing state-of-the-art models are large parametric deep learning models trained in a discriminative fashion on many (unsupervised and supervised) training examples. They typically include task-specific components to perform multiple tasks, and assume that the data distribution is stationary within a task. While such an approach is reasonable, we see that fine tuning these components still require a fair number of training examples, and that these models are very prone to catastrophic forgetting. Our results show that we need more sophisticated transfer and continual learning methods. For instance, techniques such as elastic weight consolidation (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017) and progress and compress (Schwarz et al., 2018) may hold promise for improving our models' robustness to forgetting. Another crucial component that is currently underexplored is a memory module that rapidly adapts to domain shifts and generalizes across tasks. Recent work on neural cache (Grave et al., 2017) and dynamic evaluation (Krause et al., 2018) provide some evidence of the effectiveness of this approach for language modeling. Investigating how to design similar models that operate beyond the token level and are reusable across tasks is a promising direction.
Learning to learn (i.e., meta learning) is another approach to learn models that adapt to new tasks rapidly. In this setup, parameters of the model are trained to ensure that a small number of gradient steps on a new task results in good performance on the task. There has not been much work on meta learning natural language processing models. Standard meta learning methods (Finn et al., 2017; Nichol et al., 2018) require the distribution of tasks that we want the model to adapt to to be known in advance (i.e., we need to know all the tasks that we want to evaluate on). However, since NLP models take the same kind of inputs for all tasks (i.e., a sequence of characters or words), it is conceivable that meta-learned NLP models generalize to new unseen tasks. In particular, our codelength objective offers an intriguing meta learning objective since it quantifies generalization speed.
When presented with multiple training examples from multiple tasks, our experiments also show that training curriculum can have a considerable effect on model performance. In a scenario where we can see all the tasks beforehand (i.e., similar to the multitask training setup), designing a curriculum that allows the model to learn better and faster becomes important. Recent progress on methods such as Population Based Training (PBT, Jaderberg et al., 2017) could be used to design a curriculum that improves training. PBT requires a lot of computational resources, but the cost could be amortized if it can be used to establish a fixed schedule that becomes a standard curriculum for training general linguistic intelligence models.
One key reason that our models generalize poorly to other tasks is that they rely on taskspecific components (among others). A perfect language model should in theory be able to do any linguistic task (e.g., by formulating the task as a question and querying the language model to generate answers). McCann et al. (2018) proposed such a model that can work on multiple tasks, although the overall performance of their model is still below task specific models. Unsupervised pretraining of language models that are then used as a backbone of task-specific models has also been shown to considerably improve performance on downstream tasks (Radford et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) . Therefore, we believe that continued progress on generative language models will drive progress on general linguistic intelligence.
In this paper, we mainly consider models that learn passively by observing environments (i.e., from static corpora) and we evaluate them on sample efficiency, generalization to other tasks, and their ability to avoid catastrophic forgetting. There are other important skills that we do not consider such as robustness to adversarial examples or the ability to understand multiple languages. Jia & Liang (2017) show that reading comprehension models trained on SQuAD are very prone to adversarial attacks, although some adversaries are constructed by shifting the distribution of the inputs in non-trivial but meaning-preserving ways. Improving cross-dataset transfer inside a single task will likely see this classes of adversaries weakened. Ideally, a general linguistic intelligence model should also be able to provide human-understandable reasoning of its decisions and intentions (interpretablity and explainability). We leave investigations of such abilities for future work.
